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Welcome to our courses and activities! 

Welcome to the Martinus Centre in Klint!

In this programme you will find an introduction to the Martinus Centre, 
Klint and an overview of our online and on-site courses and lectures.

The Martinus Centre, Klint is a centre for courses and holidays in the 
middle of the county of Odsherred’s beautiful countryside. Here you 
can enjoy the peace and quiet of the countryside and the company 
of other participants while you immerse yourself in the spiritual world 
picture of the Danish writer Martinus.

In 1935 the centre in Klint was founded by Martinus as Denmark’s first 
holiday camp. It has developed over the years to become a modern 
centre with facilities for courses, a lecture hall, café, restaurant, camp-
ing site and charming holiday homes including summer cottages and 
pavilions. 

There are plenty of opportunities to take part in inspiring conversa-
tions — for example, in the café or restaurant — while the surrounding 
countryside tempts participants to go for walks with others or to reflect 
quietly. All of this — and the beautiful natural surroundings — form the 
cosy, physical framework for your stay in Klint.

In the last few years we have developed our digital resources in order 
to facilitate online participation. We broadcast most of our lectures live 
and offer online study groups and courses. This year we are starting an 
online study group based on a systematic study of The Third Testament 
— Livets Bog (The Book of Life), vols. 1—5. 

You can also subscribe to our magazine Kosmos, read Martinus’s works 
on our homepage and listen to English podcasts. 

We look forward to meeting you!

Regarding the corona pandemic: 
All our activities will be carried out in accordance with instructions 
issued by the Danish Health Authority. We are keeping ourselves 
fully up to date with the situation and reserve the right to change the 
programme, should the need arise. You are guaranteed a full refund 
of all your payments, if we unexpectedly have to cancel a course you 
have enrolled for. The same applies if you would like to cancel due to            
developments in the corona situation.
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https://www.martinus.dk/en/the-magazine-kosmos/index.html
https://www.martinus.dk/en/frontpage/
https://martinuscosmologypodcast.com/
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Martinus and his works
 

In the little town of Sindal in northern Jutland the Danish writer Martinus 
(1890—1981) was born out of wedlock to the housekeeper of Kristians-
minde, a large farm, and grew up as a foster child of his mother’s brother 
and his wife. They had a large family, but they took loving care of yet 
another child. Even as a child Martinus felt a close, personal relationship 
to God. But his God was loving — not strict and punitive, as the local, 
evangelical priest had taught him. He thus felt a strong connection to a 
spiritual providence but could not come to terms with the interpretation 
of Christianity of that time.

A new world picture was born 
In his youth Martinus was trained as a dairyman and worked for a num-
ber of years in various dairies around the country. In 1917 he moved to 
Copenhagen where he, among other things, got an office job at a dairy 
called Enigheden. But in 1921 something epoch-making happen for the 
then 30-year-old man. He had an extensive spiritual experience that 
gave him a permanent intuitive access to life’s eternal dimension. This 
changed the course of his life for ever. The experience enabled him to 
describe a new, spiritual world picture, which he spent the rest of his 
life communicating. This world picture expresses both a clear and law- 
bound connection between the physical and the spiritual world and a 
positive, loving vision of the evolution and future of the whole of mankind 
— a completely optimistic view of life. 

Great interest in Martinus 
During the following decades Martinus worked untiringly and wrote, 
among other things, a series of books, of which his main work is Livets 
Bog (The Book of Life). Martinus called his collected works The Third 
Testament. A continually widening circle of enthusiasts contributed 
both practically and financially to disseminating his works at home and 
abroad. This support made it possible to establish the Martinus Insti-
tute in Frederiksberg, Copenhagen and the Martinus Centre, Klint in the 
county of Odsherred, Denmark.

 Indefatigably Martinus continued his modest and hard-working 
life in the service of spiritual science — always in close collaboration 
with his many friends and other Martinus enthusiasts. Today Martinus’s 
works are translated into over 20 languages and are studied in depth by 
thousands of people the world over. Before his death in 1981 Martinus 
handed over his life’s work to a fund, which still — with the help of a few 
employees and a great number of volunteers — keeps his world picture 
and its dissemination alive.                                                              
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Learn about Martinus in many ways
At the Martinus Centre, Klint, interest in Martinus’s world picture 
is at the centre of our activities. There are many ways of studying                       
Martinus depending on your own wishes. Some people just drop in on 
the centre’s café for a cup of coffee and to hear a lecture, while others 
study Martinus’s spiritually scientific analyses in depth for weeks or 
years at a time. In addition, there is accommodation for retreat guests 
during the spring and autumn.

At the Martinus Centre, Klint we have activities for all tastes in the 
Scandinavian languages all the year round. Many of our activities take 
place during the summer half of the year, not least during the school 
holidays from the end of June to mid-August. For the moment the cen-
tre’s activities in English take place mainly during the two International 
Weeks at the end of our summer season. We have now developed 
our possibilities for offering many activities both online and on-site,    
including hybrid courses in the spring and autumn and an online study 
group from January to December. Our summer activities include:

Lectures (on-site and online): 
During our International Weeks we have daily morning lectures in the 
Scandinavian languages. These are simultaneously translated into 
English. There are evening lectures in English. All summer lectures are 
broadcast via our online Crowdcast channel. We also have a number 
of free online lectures and courses on our YouTube channel (see more 
information on p. 11).

Study groups (on-site and online):
The International Courses during the summer offer the possibility for 
newcomers and more experienced students to join introductory study 
groups and more in-depth study groups based on Martinus’s books 
and articles. This summer we offer two on-site and online study groups 
in English. See more information on p. 14—15.  

Symbol explanations: 
Martinus drew and painted 100 symbols, most of which will be explained 
in group sessions in English offering the opportunity for participants to 
put their questions and to study the symbols in depth. 

For more information see our homepage: www.martinus.dk/en
Here you can also see Martinus’s symbols and read some of his works 
online. 

https://www.crowdcast.io/martinusinstitut
https://www.youtube.com/channel/UCLsctY3_Ya7gtSyxen-4h5Q
http://www.martinus.dk/en
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Online study group in English 
January — December 2022

The Third Testament – Livets Bog (The Book of Life), vol. 1 
Alternate Fridays at 19.00 – 20.30 CET

As a new departure, we are happy to offer a systematic study of Marti-
nus’s main work “Livets Bog” (“The Book of Life)” in English. The first five 
volumes are currently available and the sixth is being translated. 

The group will meet via Zoom on alternate Friday evenings 19.00—20.30 
CET (Central European Time/Copenhagen). 

In 2022 we will read and discuss Livets Bog vol. 1 over 19 sessions. 

Term dates: 
Friday 14th January — 3rd June and 2nd September — 16th December 
2022. We plan to continue with the other volumes after that.

Volume 1 can be purchased in our bookshop (see also p. 34). 

You may also read it online free of charge on our homepage. 

If you would like to enrol or receive further information, please contact 
Mary McGovern at: mary@martinus.dk

Price: 760 DKK (Danish kroner) for 19 sessions in 2022. 

The number of participants is limited.

When your place in the group has been confirmed, you will be sent 
details of how to pay.

Photo: Mary McGovern

https://shop.martinus.dk/en/major-books-38/livets-bog-the-book-of-life-vol-1-p186
https://www.martinus.dk/en/ttt/index.php?bog=51
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Hybrid weekend courses
On-site and online, May and October 2022

In 2022 we are very happy to offer two weekend hybrid courses — one in 
May and one in October, “hybrid” meaning that you can participate both 
physically, in person in Klint or online from anywhere in the world, thus 
combining traditional face-to-face learning with online learning. 

27th—29th May, Friday 19.00–Sunday 14.00
Human relationships and universal love

We see a variety of sexual states and behaviour, and a growing interest 
in human sexuality and gender issues. Why is marriage increasingly 
unstable? Why do many experience conflicting needs to express their 
creative and intellectual abilities and to be good parents and spouses? 
Why are some attracted to the opposite sex while others are attract-
ed to their own sex or both sexes? We will study Martinus’s analysis 
of sexual evolution and look at how it can support us in gaining better 
insight into our own identity and help us navigate the changing sexual 
landscape.

7th—9th October, Friday 19.00–Sunday 14.00
Prayer and our communication with the spiritual world

Prayer is a science in itself and its use, in conjunction with cosmic 
science, can guarantee happiness, writes Martinus in his book “The 
Mystery of Prayer”. We will look at the nature of physical and telepath-
ic prayer, the laws guaranteeing the granting of prayers and at how to 
pray in the spirit of universal love and complete unselfishness. We will 
see how prayer can help us establish an intimate relationship to God 
and give us strength, courage and inspiration to cope with challenging 
situations. 

Detailed programmes available later from: info@martinus.dk.

Prices
On-site attendance:
350 DKK (course fee + tea, coffee and snacks)
600 DKK (course fee + lunch and dinner)
1,100 DKK (course fee, lunch and dinner + accommodation)  

Book your course and accommodation by e-mail: info@martinus.dk
Telephone: +45 38 38 01 00 (Monday to Thursday 9 am - 12 noon)

Online attendance: 250 DKK via our Crowdcast channel. 
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Su
m

m
er The International Summer Weeks

Saturday 23rd July—Saturday 6th August 

The six summer weeks are the high season for the activities at the 
Martinus Centre, Klint, where people interested in Martinus from far 
and wide fill our camping site, holiday accommodation, teaching facil-
ities, café and restaurant in order to enjoy one another’s company, the 
countryside and the many and various activities. The last two weeks of 
these six are the International Weeks with participants from around the 
world.
Every morning you can listen to a lecture based on the theme of the 
week, and every afternoon there are sessions in which Martinus’s 
symbols are explained and discussed. In the two International Weeks 
the lectures are simultaneously interpreted into English, German and 
Dutch. You may also enrol in a study group where various texts by Mar-
tinus are discussed. 
We reserve the right to make changes to the programme. On the fol-
lowing pages you can find information about the study groups and the 
course programmes. You decide for yourself how you will divide your 
time between study, relaxation, quiet reflection and being social.

Practical information

The International Weeks are from Saturday 23rd July—Saturday 6th 
August. Saturday is the arrival and departure day. The other days are 
course days with lectures, café seminars and study groups.

Payment for onsite courses:
As a course participant you can buy a study card that is valid for one 
week or one day at a time. The price is 1,350 DKK for a week and 270 
DKK for one day. The price of a single lecture is 90 DKK.

Café seminar: 
We begin the teaching with a café seminar about the theme for the 
week every Sunday at 11.00 am—12.30 pm in the Restaurant Terrassen.

Meals and accommodation: 
You can rent one of the centre’s holiday houses or rooms or live in the 
camping site (see more information on p. 26). Lunch and dinner can be 
purchased in the Restaurant Terrassen or Café Klint.

Payment for online lectures and study groups
Payment for our online lectures is made on our Crowdcast channel.                   
Price: 50 DKK per lecture. 
Payment for our online study groups is made on receipt after an invoice 

https://www.crowdcast.io/martinusinstitut
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The Martinus Centre’s study groups offer you the possibility 
to study Martinus’s ideas and texts in depth and discuss 
them with other participants from around the world.

Enrolment for the study group (on-site)
Please enrol for the on-site study group in Reception at 

the Martinus Centre, Klint, on Saturday before 20.15 or by e-mail to: 
studiegrupper@martinus.dk. You can enrol for one or both weeks. 
The study groups take place from Monday to Friday from 11 am to 
12.30 pm. 
Study guidance in English is available in Reception on Saturday at 3 
pm—5 pm.

Enrolment for the study group (online via Zoom)
Please enrol for the online study group by e-mail to: studiegrupper@ 
martinus.dk. You can enrol for one or both weeks. 
Price: 250 DKK/ per week.
We will meet and greet one another online on Saturday 23rd July/Sat-
urday 30th July 19:00–20:00 CET.
Monday-Friday we will meet at 19:00–20:30 CET.
The link to our Zoom room will be sent to you after your registration.

St
ud

y 
gr

ou
ps English group week 5: 23th—29th July

A selection of articles by Martinus

Theme: The world situation and how to keep oneself on an even keel.

A compendium of articles and a reading plan will be available from 
Reception on arrival. 

English group week 6: 30th July—6th August

The Road to Paradise (book no. 25) by Martinus 

In this book, Martinus takes us on a journey into the afterlife. He shows 
that life continues after death in spiritual worlds where the so-called 

“dead” live a joyous and very individual life between incarnations.

 “The Road to Paradise” can be purchased in Reception or from our 
online bookshop. 
It can also be read online free of charge on our homepage.

Materials for the online groups

The online study groups in English via Zoom are based on the
same reading material as for the on-site groups. 

The compendium for week 5 will be sent to you after your registration. 

https://shop.martinus.dk/en/shorter-books-37/the-road-to-paradise-book-25-p286
https://www.martinus.dk/en/ttt/index.php?bog=25
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Summer week 6
Saturday 30th July—Saturday 6th August

THEME: Intuition and eternity
The fate of many people is characterised by sufferings such as illness, 
relationship problems and conflicts. Martinus describes how suffering, 
from the perspective of reincarnation, is a prerequisite for the evo-
lution of compassion and love. With evolution a new faculty, intuition, 
arises, which will ultimately lead us all to cosmic consciousness. This 
permanent intuition is a source of knowledge that makes us conscious 
of the spiritual worlds and the eternal structure of the universe. With 
an understanding of reincarnation, karma and immortality, we can train 
ourselves to see the quiet presence of eternity and God’s loving care 
for all life.

Morning lecture 
9.30 am

Symbol explanations 
4 pm

Evening programme 
7 pm

Sun. 31th 
July

The source of wis-
dom and love
by Inger Sørensen

World impulses and 
the emergence of 
man Symbol 1, 87, 39, 
89, 3, 23

Morality and 
freedom
by Sören Grind

Mon. 1st 
August

From materialism to 
the science of life 
by Kenneth Ibsen

The basic energies 
and our health 
Symbol 12, 46, 59-66

Friendship 
in a cosmic                 
perspective
by Anne Pullar

Tues. 2nd 

August
Through the mental 
world’s spheres of 
shadow and light 
by Micael Söderberg

Man and the mystery 
of life 
Symbol 2, 37, 32

An evening of art

Wed 3rd 
August

The interplay         
between our inner 
and outer world
by Ingemar Fridell

An international world 
kingdom 
Symbol 27, 81, 24-26, 
42

Our eternal inter-
connectedness
by Pernilla Rosell

Thur. 4h 
August

The human being — 
a wounded refugee 
between two king-
doms
by Søren Olsen

Through death and 
the evolution of con-
sciousness 
Symbol 6, 90, 93-96

Life as a practice 
of love 
by Tryggvi 
Gudmundsson

Fri. 5th 
August

The presence of 
God
by Lene Jeppesen

Animal and human 
thought climates 
Symbol 33, 66

Entertainment

Summer Week 5
Saturday 23th July—Saturday 30th July

THEME: Reincarnation and evolution 
Understanding our own fate is vital if we are to see a meaning and justice 
in life. The principle of reincarnation opens up a spiritual horizon that 
shows the significance of darkness for our evolution and that love un-
derlies all experience of life. When we see all experiences, both pleasant 
and unpleasant, as teaching material and understand the rules of fate, we 
can learn to handle the challenges of daily life in a more conscious and 
life-giving way.

Morning lecture 
9.30 am

Symbol explanations 
4 pm

Evening programme 
7 pm

Sun.   
24th July

Behind the scenes 
by Solveig Langkilde

A science of the 
meaning of life
Symbol 40, 100, 11, 
19, 23

How do we create 
our fate?
by Mary McGovern

Mon. 
25th July

What happens when 
we die?
by Lene Jeppesen

Everything moves in 
cycles
Symbol 98, 16, 28, 
14, 76, 77

Trust in yourself and 
in life
by Karin Jansson

Tues.  
26th July

The threads         
connecting our lives   
by Rune Östensson

The principle of 
life units and our 
nutrition
Symbol 7, 13, 67, 38, 
68-70

An evening of art

Wed.   
27th July

Melting the ice in 
our inner landscape         
by Anne Külper

The sexual pole 
transformation and 
the highest fire
Symbol 27, 81, 24-26, 
42

Heredity and en-
vironment, talents 
and repetition
by Ole Therkelsen

Thurs. 
28th July

From jealousy to 
universal love
by Ingvar H. Nielsen

Life and death
Symbol 36, 17, 91, 
22A, 22

Our guardian angels
by Anne Külper

Fri. 
29thJuly

Prayer as a tool in 
everyday life
by Karin Jansson

Microcosmos 
and the power of 
thought Symbol 45, 
49-55, 58, 56, 57, 3, 
31, 88, 44

Entertainment
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The Restaurant “Terrassen”

At the Martinus Centre, Klint, you can buy delicious plant-based meals 
in the Restaurant “Terrassen” (The Terrace), and enjoy your meals in the 
restaurant’s warm and relaxed atmosphere.

We use predominantly fresh, organic and biodynamic produce and 
prepare the food from scratch. The food is plant-based, reflecting         
Martinus’s thoughts about love for animals, our own heath and the 
common responsibility we have for the planet.

Café Klint
The café at the Martinus Centre, Klint is plant-based and open for visi-
tors during the summer season.

Our café is also open when there are courses, lectures and other ar-
rangements throughout the year. We serve hot and cold organic drinks, 
fruit, snacks and cakes. On days when there are courses and on other 
special occasions you can also buy lunchtime sandwiches, cakes and 
so on produced by the restaurant’s kitchen.

M
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Summer conference: 

The Third Testament — what does it mean for us     

today?
    Saturday 6th August, 10:00–16:00/10am–4pm

The conference is an invitation to all those interested in Martinus in 
Scandinavia and the rest of the world to gather once a year to focus 
on a current and relevant theme. The theme this year will be The Third 
Testament — what does it mean for us today? There will be presentations, 
questions and dialogue with invited guests. Welcome to an eventful, 
festive day! 
Moderator: Jens Christian Hermansen.

Price: 400 DKK
Lunch, coffee, tea and cakes are included in the price.
The conference will take place at the Martinus Centre, Klint. You may also 
take part online via Crowdcast.
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Volunteering
Voluntary, unpaid work plays an important role at the Martinus Centre, 
Klint. As a volunteer you work with tasks you yourself have chosen. 
You also get a co-worker discount and lots of time to enjoy being 
part of a unique and living meeting place

A particular characteristic of the Martinus Centre, Klint is that most 
of the work is done by voluntary, unpaid co-workers. There are always
 lots of jobs that need to be done, for example, teaching, administra-
tion, cleaning, cooking, gardening and maintenance. There is some-
thing for all tastes and levels of skill, and our co-workers are just as 
varied as their tasks.
 

You can have a major say in the work you do
As a volunteer you have a major say in which tasks you work on. At 
the same time, you contribute to creating the quite special atmos-
phere and loving atmosphere that characterises the centre.

At the centre we all work so as to give one another – course partici-
pants, guests and co-workers – a pleasant, enriching experience. In 
this way we all take part in making the Martinus Centre, Klint the very 
special course centre that it is.

Become a volunteer!
Would you like to work as a volunteer or receive further information? 
Contact the Martinus Centre, Klint, by e-mail: klintfrivillig@martinus.dk
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Accommodation for course participants,   
guests and people on retreat

The Martinus Centre, Klint has many cosy houses, flats, summer 
cottages and rooms, which we rent out to our course participants and 
guests during the spring, summer and autumn. During the summer 
season you may also camp on the Centre’s camping site.
During the high season the centre’s accommodation and camping 
site are reserved for course participants, and you must reserve your 
accommodation in advance.
Outside the high season we also have space for guests on retreat who 
want to immerse themselves in the great questions of life – or who just 
need a break from daily life.

Types of accommodation at the Martinus Centre, Klint
We have several different categories of accommodation at various 
prices, including houses, flats, single rooms with or without a kitchen 
and toilet. 
The stated accommodation prices are per week and do not include the 
study card that is obligatory in connection with your stay during the six 
summer weeks. You may bring your own bed linen etc. or hire it from 
Reception.
All types of accommodation have their own kitchen with the exception 
of Bondehuset, Svinget and Sindal, which all have shared kitchen facil-
ities. All beds are supplied with woollen blankets, pillows and duvets. 
All prices are per week.

Arrival and departure
The summer course weeks run from Saturday to Saturday. On arrival 
you have access to your accommodation after 2 pm on Saturday; on 
departure you must vacate your accommodation by 11 am.
You hand in the key and any bed linen etc. to Reception on your day of 
departure.

Cleaning — do it yourself or pay for it
Cleaning is not included in the price, so please clean your accommo-
dation before departure. Alternatively, you can pay in Reception at the 
Martinus Centre to have your accommodation cleaned.
Cleaning costs 400 DKK for a single room and 500 DKK for a house 
or double room. If you don’t clean your room before departure, we will 
charge a fee of 600 DKK.

Book your course and accommodation by e-mail: info@martinus.dk
Telephone: +45 38 38 01 00 (Monday to Thursday 9 am - 12 noon)
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Rooms in pavilions with ensuite bathrooms and kitchens

The rooms are modern and each have an ensuite bathroom and toilet, 
kitchenette and fridge. There is cabled internet in all rooms as well as 
in the common TV room.

Pavilion A
Room for 1 person    3,400 DKK
Room for 2 people    4,550 DKK

Pavilion C
Room for 1 person    3,400 DKK

Rooms with private kitchens and shared toilets and bathrooms

Pavilion B
Private kitchen, shared toilet 
and bathroom.
Room for 1 person   2,150 DKK
Flat for 2 people     2,250 DKK

Pavilion 1
Private kitchen, shared toilet 
and bathroom.
Flat for 2 people    2,450 DKK

Svenskhusene
Shared toilets and bathrooms (newly renovated in 2019)
in adjoining building.
Flat for 1 person with 
private kitchen     2,550 DKK
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Rooms with shared kitchen facilities, toilets and bathrooms

Bondehuset
Shared kitchen. Toilets and 
bathroom in adjoining building.
Room for 1 person    1,700 DKK
Room for 2 people    2,200 DKK
Room for 2 people on 1st floor   2,550 DKK

Svinget
Shared toilet and kitchen.
Bathroom in adjoining building.
Room for 1 person    1,700 DKK
Room for 3 people    2,400 DKK

Large flats — with private bathrooms and kitchens

The flats each consist of 2 rooms, a private kitchen, toilet 
and bathroom.

Lejlighed N
Flat for 4 people     4,650 DKK

Lejlighed O
Flat for 4 people     4,650 DKK

Log cabins (Blokhusene)

There are various types of log cabins. Since they have no bathrooms, 
guests may use the bathroom beside Bondehuset.

Blokhus A
3 rooms with private toilet and 
kitchen. 1 bed, 2 bunk beds and 
2 beds in an annex    3,450 DKK

Blokhus B
2 rooms with private toilet and 
kitchen. 2 beds     3,200 DKK

Blokhus C
2 rooms with private toilet and 
kitchen. 1 bed and 2 bunk beds   3,200 DKK

Blokhus E
2 rooms with private toilet and kitchen. 
1 sofabed and 3 beds in room   3,450 DKK

Camping site – Shared kitchen, toilets and showers

Adults (18+)     800 DKK
Children (5+)     400 DKK
Children under 5 years    Free
Camper vans and caravans   500 DKK
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Holiday cottages — just behind Terrassen

Drivhuset
Private kitchen, toilet and 
bathroom. 2 rooms with 4 beds   4,300 DKK

Svalereden
Private kitchen, toilet and 
bathroom. 2 rooms with 4 beds
and 2 beds in an annex    4,800 DKK

Holiday cottages — close to the beach

Maries hus
Private kitchen and toilet with shower. 
2 rooms with 2 beds and 2 bunk beds  3,100 DKK

Marens hus
Private kitchen, toilet and bathroom.
1 room with 3 beds    3,600 DKK

Klokken
Private kitchen, toilet and bathroom.
2 rooms with 3 beds    4,400 DKK

Holiday cottages — close to the middle of the Centre

Vendelbo
Private kitchen, toilet and bathroom.
3 rooms with 3 beds and 1 bed in 
an annex     4,400 DKK

Stidsens hus
Private kitchen, toilet and bathroom.
2 rooms with 4 beds        4,900 DKK

Gyvelbo
Private kitchen, toilet and bathroom.
2 rooms with 3 beds, and 3 beds in 
an annex     4,900 DKK

Lodsens Hus    
Private kitchen, toilet and bathroom.
3 rooms with 4 beds, and 3 beds in 
annexes     4,900 DKK
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1 Pavillion 1
2 Pavillion A
3 Pavillion B
4 Pavillion C
5 Lecture Hall
6 Workshop
7 Svenskhusene
8 Flats N+O
9 Reception and Café Klint
10 Camping Site
11 Bondehuset
12 Restaurant Terrassen
13 Drivhuset
14 Marie’s house
15 Maren’s house

16 Klokken
17 Blokhus C
18 Blokhus B
19 Blokhus E
20 Svalereden
21 Blokhus A
22 Lodsens hus
23 Annekset
24 Vendelbo
25 Stidsens hus
26 Gyvelbo
27 Villa Rosenberg
28 Martinus’s house
29 Fyrrebakken
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Practical details
You may enrol for courses and 
rent accommodation by email 
or telephone:
E-mail: info@martinus.dk
Telephone: +45 38 38 01 07 
(Mon – Thurs 9 am to 12 noon).

Conditions of payment
A minimum of 1/3 of the total sum due 
shall be paid no later than 14 days after 
booking. After that date your registra-
tion is binding. The remaining amount 
shall be paid no later than 14 days 
before the start of the course/rental 
period.

Cancellations and changes
You have the right to cancel and have 
your deposit refunded up to 14 days 
after booking. After that, registration is 
binding. However, for a fee of DKK 250, 
you may cancel or change your book-
ing up to 14 days before the course or 
rental start. If cancellations are made 
at a later date the amount paid is not 
usually refunded.

Check in
You check in at Reception where you 
will be given your keys and all other 
practicalities related to your stay will 
be dealt with. During the summer there 
is study guidance in Reception every 
Saturday 3 pm – 5 pm.

Travel information
Use www.journeyplanner.dk Take the 
train to Nykøbing Sjælland Station or 
Højby Station. From there take a taxi or 
arrange a lift.

For carpooling contact: 
info@martinus.dk

If you need a lift from the station or 
the ferry at Sjællands Ode or Rørvig, 
contact Reception at the Martinus 
Centre, Klint.

Useful telephone numbers 
Reception in Klint: +45 38 38 01 07 
Højby Taxi. +45 42 73 40 06
Leifs Taxi, Klint: +45 40 21 09 35
Nykøbing Taxi: +45 59 91 41 41

Free internet and Wi-Fi
There is cabled internet in Pavilion A 
and C, among other places. There is 
Wi-Fi in the area around Restaurant 
Terrassen and Reception. There is also 
an internet café with two pc’s and a 
printer in Restaurant Terrassen. 
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Our bookshop:
 

The Martinus Institute is responsible for preserving, translating and 
publishing Martinus’s collected works, The Third Testament. 
All Martinus’s books in English can be purchased in Reception at the 
Martinus Centre, Klint, or from the Martinus Institute’s internet book-
shop: shop.martinus.dk. 
Most of them are also available on-line at our homepage: 
www.martinus.dk under “Read Martinus’ works”.

The magazine Kosmos: 

The magazine Kosmos provides information about Martinus and 
his world picture. The magazine analyses and discusses how a new 
humane world culture is gaining influence in people’s daily lives and in 
all areas of life including, for example, natural science, technology and 
economy as well as art, philosophy, religion and literature. The English 
edition of Kosmos is published online three times a year and free of 
charge. You can subscribe to it here. 

The Martinus Cosmology Podcast:

On this website you will find free podcasts in English on all kinds of 
spiritual topics related to the main issues of Martinus’ world picture: 
martinuscosmologypodcast.com

 Visit the Martinus Institute in Copenhagen!

You are welcome to visit the Martinus Institute on Mariendalsvej, 
Frederiksberg, Copenhagen. Here you can see Martinus’s historical flat 
which has been preserved as a museum. Visitors are welcome to see 
the  environment in which Martinus spent most of his time and spent 
many hours writing his cosmic analyses, conducting meetings with his 
co-workers, receiving guests from home and abroad etc. The flat is 
preserved in the same form as it had when he used it with his typewriter, 
furniture and inventory; some of his original symbols still hang on the 
walls. 
We kindly ask you to contact the Institute in advance to arrange a time 
for your visit by e-mail: info@martinus.dk or by phone: +45 38 38 01 00.

 Support us!

The Martinus Centre, Klint, and the Martinus Institute are to a great 
extent based on the principle of giving. Every year we receive very many 
gifts, partly in the form of voluntary work on a large scale, and partly 
in the form of monetary gifts and legacies. The gifts that we receive 
ensure that we can continue and develop our many activities and tasks, 
such as the publication of Martinus’s original works and their transla-
tions, information, teaching, the digitalisation of the works, the mainte-
nance of buildings, the renewal of furnishings and installations etc.

See here how you can give support in the form of monetary gifts as well 
as through legacies and inheritancies.

http://shop.martinus.dk
http://shop.martinus.dk
http://shop.martinus.dk
https://www.martinus.dk/en/ttt/index.php
https://www.kosmosmagazine.net/en/subscribe-2/
https://martinuscosmologypodcast.com/
https://www.martinus.dk/en/martinus-institute/gifts-and-legacies/support-in-the-form-of-monetary-gifts/index.html
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The Martinus Centre
Klintvej 69, Klint
DK-4500 Nykøbing Sjælland
Denmark

+45 38 38 01 00

Tel: Mon — Thurs 
9 am — 12 noon 

info@martinus.dk
martinus.dk
shop.martinus.dk

Lectures and courses
Study groups
Holidays and retreats
Café and restaurant

Follow us on Facebook and
YouTube.

All the photos in the programme are taken by 
Marie Rosenkrantz Gjedsted unless otherwise 
specified.

https://www.facebook.com/MartinusInstitute
https://www.youtube.com/channel/UCLsctY3_Ya7gtSyxen-4h5Q

